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I. Introduction
Since the end of the last century, a particular musical practice called "Dojin music" [In) A e1^]
has increasingly been attracting participants in Japan. The term Dojin may be literally translated
as "coterie" in English. They enjoy creating Dojin music in order to mainly distribute at "Dojin
events" [PA-Y^^ h], i.e. the exhibition and sale of Dojin products. However, it is important
to note that contemporary Japanese Dojin activities, including Dojin music, have remarkable
features that are not associated with the ordinary image of coteries; Dojin activities are deeply
connected with the Japanese "Otaku" culture today.
Otaku refers to those who display an almost excessive love for some kind of subculture,
especially Anime (animation), Manga (comics), computer games, and so on. They are widely
known as one of the symbols that represent modern Japan, and numerous academic studies of
Otaku culture have been published in Japanese.' In contrast, there are noticeable gaps in the
study of Dojin activities, particularly with regard to Dojin music. As a matter of fact, Dojin music
' Some principal studies are translated into English. See Azuma (2009) and Saito (2011).
2As one of the few examples, Kinsella(1998) discusses Dojin Manga in English. Strictlyspeaking, the subject
of the paper is "Amateur" Manga. However, we may consider that both have almost the same meaning
because her discussion is based on the Otaku context.
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has hardly attracted any academic attention, even from within Japan.
The transition of Dojin music, as with other subcultures, is very rapid. Accordingly, a large
part of its history will be forgotten away under the present conditions. From this point of view,
it is necessary to immediately begin the study of Dojin music, not only to make this unknown
musical practice visible, but also to understand one aspect of Japanese Otaku culture. Therefore,
this paper attempts to describe contemporary Dojin music activity in detail and analyze their
characteristic features in comparison with other existing musical practices.
II. The Doiin music scene
Taking part in Dojin events is the most effective way of gaining exposure to Dojin music
activity. As mentioned above, Dojin events are the most popular opportunity to trade Dojin
products.AtDojin events, the purchasers of products are known as "Ippan-sankasha" [—^x#^D#]
(the ordinary participants), and distributors are known as "Circle-sankasha" [•#— ? /i^#iD#] (the
circle participants). The term "circle" means the team or unit of publishing in Dojincontext.
However, it must be noted that not all Dojinevents deal in Dojin music. Although hundreds of
Dojin events are held in various parts of the country, only a part of them will feature Dojin music.
Under these circumstances, "Comiket" (Comic market) and "M3" are two of the most important
events for Dojin music.
Comiket, the biggest and most famous Dojin event in Japan, started in 1975. It is held every
August and December. In August 2011, it attracted a total of 35,000 circles and 540,000 Ippan-
sankasha over three days. Despite its name, Comiket does not deal exclusively with comics.
Many other types of products are on sale at Comiket, including novels, computer programs, photo
collections, and music. Comiket and other Dojinevents that allow the distribution of several types
of product are known in Japan as "All-genre events."
Another important event for Dojin music, M3, began in 1998. M3 has been held every spring
and autumn, and the 28th event in spring 2011 attracted roughly 900 circles and more than 7,000
Ippan-sankasha. In contrast with All-genre events, M3 is open only to "Otokei"" [&• ^] circles.
Otokei is a word that was coined by the M3 preparation committee at the foundation of the event.
They defined this word as "the generic name for all circles that are going to represent something
3
with sound." As is evident from the definition, Otokei involves not only music but also other
sound-based practices, such as voice-dramas or visual pieces. However, at recent M3, around
90 percent of participating circles declared their products to be "music." M3 and other Dojin
events that restrict the type of product that can be distributed are generally called "Only events."
We can say with considerable confidence that Comiket, M3, and similar Dojin events are
the fundamental distribution channels for Dojin music. And yet, Dojin music is also traded at
"Dojin shops" today. Dojin shops, which operate in all of Japan's major cities, sell Dojin products
on consignment. Although the choice of works sold in these shops is usually restricted, it is
3See M3's web site: http://www.m3net.ip/about/index.html (final endorsement: Jun, 2012)
4 The so-called "Fan Dub."
5835 out of 924 (as of spring 2011)
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convenient for fans to use those shops because they can purchase Dojin products without
participating in Dojin events.
Furthermore, the name "Dojin music" is beginning to be applied to some newer practices
that are unrelated to Dojin events or Dojin shops. Audio data on web sites or performances in
concert halls are also called Dojin music today, especially when their creators or performers have
career backgrounds in Dojin music circles. Indeed, there are no laws reserving the name "Dojin
music" exclusively for Dojin events or shops. As these newer practices emerge, it has become
increasingly difficult to define Dojin music briefly.
III. The substance of Doiin music
Let's observe the state of Dojin music activities more circumstantially. At the site of Dojin
events, each circle is assigned fixed space for distribution; generally, this will be half of long desk
(90cm * 60cm). Circle-sankasha displays their products in this space and face toward Ippan-
sankasha across the desk.
Almost all circles distribute their works by CD, and few of them offer music sheets.
Additionally, many circles provide portable music players at their spaces, allowing Ippan-
sankasha to listen to their work before making a purchase.
Every Dojin circle is free to set the prices of their own CDs. One album usually costs around
¥500-¥1500 (approximately $6-$18). Some circles offer CDs with shorter recorded length (called
"maxisingles") at lower prices, and some also hand over free sample CDs.
Dojin music itself can be sorted through several viewpoints. Firstly, we can divide them into
two physical types of CDs: pressed CDs and CD-Rs. In order to prepare pressed CDs for sale,
Dojin circles must get manufacturers to produce them. In many cases, pressed CDs are ordered
with optional services such as jacket printing and plastic packaging. Therefore, the outward
appearance of pressed Dojin CDs are as neat as that of commercial CDs. CD-Rs, on the other
hand, are generally burned and packaged by circle's own members. In comparison with pressed
CDs, we cannot deny that the CD-Rs look cheaper, and actually pressed CDs tend to be more
expensive than CD-Rs. However, it may also be possible to find a kind of handmade warmth in
the CD-Rs.
Secondly, Dojin music can also be split into two styles: "Originar music and uArrange"(d)
music. As suggested by these English titles, the former means the music created from scratch
by the circle, and the latter are cover versions of existing musical pieces. Both styles encompass
various musical genres like classical, folk, pop, rock, jazz, techno, and so on. However, we should
emphasize here that Arrange(d) Dojin music often have an interesting inclination toward specific
musical sources.
At the end of the 1990s and during the first half of the 2000s, the most popular sources
for Arrange(d) Dojin music were the theme songs and BGM (back ground music) of "Bishojo
games" [H^^cy— A]. Bishojo games are a kind of video game in which players enjoy virtual
6Some circles are fixing one of style as their way, and others deal with both.
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associations (or sexual relations) with pretty girls. Particularly, some canonic Bishojo games,
such as Kizuato [1M] (1996 Leaf), ToHeart (1997 Leaf), Kanon (1999 Key) and Air (2000 Key),
garnered cultish acceptance as sources of arrangement. Later, Dojin circles (and Ippan-
sankasha) gradually shifted their attention from Bishojo games to other sources. Among these,
"Toho-Projecf [l^ni/i^ b] has become the most famous since the second half of 00s.
Toho-Project is a series of shooter games, produced by the Dojin game circle Team Shanghai
Alice [±MT}) x£)9k®].
It is difficult to calculate the ratio of Original to Arrange(d) with accuracy. Although a large
number of circles participating in recent M3 declared their main style to be Original, there is
no such statistical data available for Comiket. Additionally, it is difficult to entirely accept the
predominance of Original music when considering the potential of sales: the sale of Arrange(d)
music may be bolstered considerably by the popularity of their source material. Nonetheless,
both Original and Arrange(d) music are two of the indispensable elements of Dojin music today.
Moreover, Dojin music has a number of additional features. For one thing, it is strongly
connected with DTM (desktop music). DTM, a Japanese-coined computer term associated
with DTP (desktop publishing), typically refers to music created using personal computers and
electronic instruments. In addition, this term sometimes indicates the system itself or the process
8
of music-making. In the last century, almost all DTM was synthesized music that ran on MIDI
programs. However, owing to the rapid progress of computing, it is possible to control recorded
audio tracks and synthesized sounds simultaneously on a personal computer today. Of course,
it is going too far to suggest that all Dojin music circles rely on DTM systems to create their
musical output. And yet, it is obvious that Dojin music circles have improved their expression in
accordance with the technical advancement of DTM in this decade.
For another, Dojin music circles often use images of Manga-style girls to decorate their CD
jackets. Those pictures sometimes indicate the concept of the CD. For instance, a jacket featuring
girls from Bishojo games leads Ippan-sankasha to expect that the CD contains Arrange(d) music
of those games. However, it must be pointed out that many CDs of Original music also display
images of pretty girls on their jackets, although here, these images tend to be original designs.
The custom of using such figures suggests the close connection between Dojin music and the
whole Otaku culture.
Some of the features of Dojin music examined in this section are going to be relevant to the
following discussion.
IV. The social environments
From the historical point of view, the emergence of the Dojin music community is relatively
recent; it is estimated to have first appeared during the second half of the 1990s. Mr. Yoshimasa
Teranishi, the founder of the M3 preparation committee, testified that only a few sound-based
circles were working in Comiket during the 1980s (Ideguchi, 2012, p.156). They made voice-
7686 out of the above 835 "music" circles selected Original category
* MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface)
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dramas, MAD tapes, or computer music using equipment of those days. These sound-based
circles gradually began to increase their numbers in the 1990s. In response to the movement,
Teranishi and his friends established M3 in 1998 and named them Otokei.
Since the foundation of M3, not voice-dramas or MAD tapes but music is the mainstream
expression of Otokei subculture. However, Teranishi has given significant evidence that the
phrase "Dojin music" was not common at that time. Following his assertions, it seems reasonable
to surmise that the name "Dojin music" entered widespread use only after the establishment of
M3.
What then were the social environmentsthat underpinned the appearance and expansion of
Dojin music in the period? There is no doubt that the most fundamental factor is the Dojin event,
the motherland of Dojin activities. Despite the disdainful glances of older Japanese people, more
and more young Otaku were drawn to Comiket throughout the 1990s. For instance, the 50th
anniversary Comiket, which was also the first Comiket to be held at Tokyo Big Sight, attracted
a total of 350,000 attendees as early as 1996. And two years later, as mentioned above, M3
started.
However, Dojin events are not the only factor supporting the increased interest in Dojin
music activity. In addition to Dojin events, we have to pointother two importantfactors: DTM and
Recordable CDs. Let us now take a look at each of them in turn.
The term DTM first appeared in 1988. This year, Roland, a Japanese manufacturer of
electronic instruments, started to sell "Musi-Kun" [^ a —i?M], a package of software and
equipments for creating computer music. In the press kit offered with Musi-Kun, Roland used
the term DTM for the first time (Tanaka, 1996, p.55). Owing to the diffusion of Musi-Kun and
its followers, DTM percolated through the society as one of convenient methods of musical
expression by the second half of the 1990s.
Recordable CDs also first appeared in 1988. It was during this year that Taiyo Yuden, a
Japanese electronic-component company, succeeded in developing the CD-R for the market. In
this incipient stage, CD-R drives and blank discs were so expensive that few consumers used
them. However, owing to price slashing, many Japanese people began to use CD-Rs at home
around 1997 or 1998. And at the same period, pressed CD-making services spread gradually.
As a result, Recordable CDs (CD-R and pressed CDs) became the standard personal media for
music distribution.
These three factors (Dojin event, DTM and Recordable CDs) are widely viewed as the
kernels of modern Dojin music's image. Indeed, we cannot provide an accurate history of Dojin
music without referring to these factors. As this is the case, we should understand that the term
"Dojin music" refers to the whole activities.practiced under the complex influences of these three
factors in the period stretching from the late 1990s to the present.
This attempt to understand Dojin music by examining factors of the social environments may
be helpful in unpacking the transition of Dojin music. What is important is that social environments
9Nonsense stories or songs that are patched together from existing records
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for specific subjects will change over time. Hence, the image of Dojin music created around
the above three factors may be restrictive in present days. As social environments vary, our
understanding of Dojin music also will be changed. Indeed, the fourth key factor of the social
environments is now bringing certain changes to Dojin music activities. That is, the Internet.
In Japan, the Internet's household penetration rate exceeded 10% in 1999 and had reached
20% by 2000 (Nihon Internet Kyokai, 2005, p.40). Due to these numbers, The Internet seems to
have permeated through society to some extent around the end of last century. The bandwidth at
the time, however, was too narrow to transfer high-quality audio data freely. It was the mid-2000s
when the broadband network became popular in Japan. To put it more concretely, the penetration
rate for households of broadband network was 7.4% in 2002 but had reached 36.2% in 2005 {ibid.).
Thereby, the Internet became one of the cardinal factors for the Dojin music community.
In this newer environment, many services of the broadband age, such as video sharing and
online music distribution, were launched. Some of them are beginning to have strong effects upon
Dojin music. Today, we are able to listen to some Dojin music on YouTube or Nico-Nico-Douga
and purchase them online.
At first glance, these Internet capabilities seem to be a threat to Dojin events and Recordable
CDs, simply because online listening does not need physical CD distribution. Contrary to such
impressions, the Internet has not dealt a fatal blow to these older aspects of Dojin music culture.
The Internet, if anything, appears to have contributed to the increase in the number of participants
attending Dojin events and to the sale of Dojinmusic CDs. Needless to say, we cannot predict the
long-range repercussions that the Internet may bring for Dojin music. If Internet-based activities
become freer and more fascinating, people will regard the Internet as their first-class stage of
Dojin music. In any case, no musical activity can be isolated from the social environments in
which it is practiced, and nobody can stem shifts of them. We should always be conscious of how
changes in social environments will alter Dojin music.
V. Doiin music as an Undisturbed activity
Each factor of social environments, on the one hand, exerts discrete influences on the
Dojin music sound. The nature of Dojin events, for instance, stimulates Dojin music circles to
compose Arrange(d) music of Bishojo games or Dojin games, which have been extensively
accepted in Otaku community. Meanwhile, it may be true that DTM is more suitable for techno
music than acoustic-sounding music. On the other hand, the four factors also have the common
denominator that orientates the general character of Dojin music, which we will call here the Lack
of Exclusivity.
Naturally enough, Dojin music is passed from circles to listeners. In this process, each of
the four factors functions as the media that connect the two. Dojin music circles convert their
musical inspiration into concrete sounds using DTM, and then, they burn those sounds onto CDs
,0 A popular video-sharing website in Japan that was launched at the beginning of 2007
11 To be sure, the four factors do not determine the Dojin music sound completely. Some circles may try to
seek musical expressions that allow them to escape from shackles of factors.
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for distribution at Dojin events, or sometimes upload the sounds to the Internet. Through these
media, we at last can listen to Dojin music.
Such media, however, might not be easily accessed, particularly during times when the music
industry is expanding its worldwide control of music production and distribution. Except for Indie
music, a few professionals occupied recording studios, radio waves, and CD shops throughout
the 20th century in Japan. In other words, the ability to access such media decided whether one
can be influential musician or not. For Japanese young people, making the first contract with a
major label meant the acquisition of privileged access to fenced-off media. Undoubtedly, people
could continue with their "amateur" musical practices, but in such cases, they had to be satisfied
with limited low-power media designed only for amateur use. Although a few of them were
permitted to rent professional media fortunately, they still had to return the media within short
time-frames.12
The general character of Dojin music today should be emphasized in contrast to this
situation. As has been pointed out, the four factors around modern Dojin music have no
exclusivity; we are able to purchase or borrow them as handy tools. Additionally, the cost of
them is considered an acceptable investment in a hobby.1 As recompense for those costs, we
can easily get the position of Dojin music circle. And more importantly, we can abandon such a
position without any hesitation or regret. Therefore, we should regard the essence of Dojin music
as an "Undisturbed" activity.
It is particularly easy to detect such "Undisturbed" nature in the conception of M3. Mr.
Hiromichi Aikawa, the secretary general of the M3 preparation committee, emphasized the
importance of the "Undisturbed"nature of M3in an interview(Ideguchi, 2012, pp.143-144), where
he noted that the mission of M3 is to supply opportunities for expression to anyone who wishes.
As a matter of fact, This "Undisturbed" nature requires some further explanation. Firstly, the
intensity of the "Undisturbed" nature of Dojin music can only be understood in comparison with
other existing musical practices. Even in Dojin music, people may have to give up their activities
if they cannot bear the minimum expenses associated with these undertakings, or Dojin event
organizers may reject certain circles owing to omissions in their application. Conversely, we
cannot deny that some traditional musical practices have taken on similar "Undisturbed" aspects;
in some instances of DIY culture, musicians may possibly have produced their own music so
easily.
Secondly, it should not be forgotten that we can find the same "Undisturbed" nature in other
contemporary activities. Video contributions to YouTube or Nico-Nico-Douga are a direct example
of such activities. Today, we are able to control those media freely, and some of us are actually
beginning to use them as a means of self-expression.
Unless we forget the fact, however, there would be no problem to describe Dojin music as
12 Image amateur participatory programs on TV.
,JAlthough the DTM system can cost tens of thousands of yen apart from personal computer itself,we may
have to pay more for traditional instruments such as violin or trumpet. The cost of participating in M3 was
¥4,800 in 2012 (in the case of a regular space), and the cost of broadband access is roughly ¥5,000 per
month in Japan (excluding initial costs). A set of one hundred blank CD-Rs may still be cheaper.
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the "Undisturbed" activity. The four factors of the social environments seem to be ensuring the
"Undisturbed" nature of Dojin music on a comparatively higher level.
VI. The possibility of the "Undisturbed" activity
What kind of possibilities does "Undisturbed" Dojin music present to us? Does it liberate us
from the traditional restrictions of music? In order to consider these questions, we should pay
attention to our general tendency to see only the positive aspect of the "Undisturbed" nature: in
other words, we often ignore its negative side.
For instance, it is true that Dojin music circles do not operate under the severe deadlines
inevitably required in commercial music. Therefore, Dojin music is often explained as a
constructive activity in which every circle can (or should) spend unlimited hours. In reality,
"Undisturbed" nature of this activity also may allow circles to abandon their effort halfway or to
grapple with their works perfunctorily. However, such apprehensions are seldom mentioned.
Similarly, we are certainly able to say that Dojin music circles are not obliged to obey market
forces. Indeed, some circles may create music that only they want to listen to. On the contrary, it
is actually feasible for other circles to continue making marketable music.
The point is that the social environments of Dojin music do not disturb such negative
attitudes, to say nothing of positive ones. It is not logical to suppose that the "Undisturbed" nature
will always produce splendid results. It must be asked, therefore, why this "undisturbed" Dojin
music is so admired?
Here, we may find a kind of the collective desire to interpret Dojin music as "something
wonderful." Psychologically speaking, we are apt to over-estimate our own social category (Hogg
and Abrams, 1988). Likewise, participants in the Dojin music community show a tendency to
regard their activities as the cradle of superior music.
In addition, we should give certain consideration to newly favorable attitude of public
sentiment toward Otaku (and Dojin) culture. In Japan, Otaku culture was looked down on as
social stigma through the 1990s (Kinsella, 1998, pp.308-311). However, owing to growing
international interest in the culture, Otaku people began to gain social currency—or at least free
themselves from excessive contempt—during the 2000s. It is reasonable to believe that this
change indirectly accelerated the pride of Dojin (music) community.
Regardless of such admiration, the substance of Dojin music's "something wonderful"
remains obscure. As a practical matter, it is problematic to consider all of Dojin music to be high
quality or innovative. This fact will come clear as soon as we listen to several samples of Dojin
music. With this in mind, how can we re-evaluate the potential of Dojin music? A hint to answer
this question can be found in what we once shut out from the domain of "Undisturbed" practice.
That is, so to speak, the possibility of giving up the practice whenever one wants to, or the
freedom to follow any fleeting trend or fashion.
However, these negative attitudes, enabled by Dojin's "undisturbed" nature, are condemned
by the general ideology of contemporary society. Throughout the modern era, the world has
aspired for continual Growth. From the micro level (physical and mental strength of individual) to
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the macro level (national prosperity), Growth has been the virtue, destination, and duty. Needless
to say, we can see that this principle is also active within musical cultures. Regardless of the
differences between professional and amateur, almost all musicians are tacitly compelled to strive
for better performances or superior albums.
We must also pay attention to another social ideology: the excessive worship of Individuality.
From the 1990s onwards, achieving Individuality has been the crucial concern for Japan's
younger people. Such enthusiasm for Individualities, likewise, has considerable effect upon the
musical practices of the country; it is not merely the ideal, but an unwritten law, that pressures
every musician to create unique music.
On the one hand, the ideologies of Growth and Individuality can be expected to polish
talented musicians, thereby contributing to the elevation of the general quality of culture. On
the other, the same ideologies may have caused side effects that have spoiled the inherent
"Musicking" powers of ordinary people. The pressures of these ideologies keep us from taking
part in lighthearted musical activities.
As a matter of course, Dojin music circles are permitted to participate in the symbolic
competition that such ideologies give rise to. And indeed, some circles eagerly pursue Growth
and Individuality. Meanwhile, Dojin music activity seems to have another path, which avoids
domination by these ideologies. For the moment at least, not all circles are forced to submit
themselves to the ideologies. They can stay away from this competition or, even If they have
begun it, can step aside and end their involvement at any point. In short, Dojin music is the
activity which is "Undisturbed" to override the ideologies.
The M3 preparation committee, for instance, never declines the application of circles
owing to their lack of new releases or the banality of their sounds. Nor is each circle obliged to
announce their sales figures officially. We can, of course, guess at their sales by looking at the
amount of prepared stocks they bring to an event or by the length (or absence) of the queue of
Ippan-sankasha waiting to buy these products. However, these indicators are too obscure to
measure Growth and Individuality of each circle in comparison with others. Ultimately, Growth
and Individuality can be confirmed only introspectively by the circles themselves.
Dojin's "undisturbed" nature has a certain influence upon the intimacy that exists between
Circle-sankasha and Ippan-sankasha, a phenomenon often mentioned in the context of Otaku
culture. The Situation of easy Musicking (or Manga drawing, novel writing, etc.) encourages
Ippan-Sankasha to change themselves to Circle-Sankasha, and vice versa.
Thinking about the nature of Dojin music also gives us some indication of the difference
between Dojin music and Indie music. Usually, the difference among the two seems to be framed
in the context of distribution channels, or by examining attitudes toward monetary returns. In
lightof the discussion in this section, however, we must point out the disparity of attitudes toward
Growth and Individuality: Indie musicians would participate in the competition necessarily and
continuously, but Dojin musicians might be not.
14 "Musicking" is a musicological term that was introduced by Small (1998).
15 See Bessatsu-Takarajima (1998, pp.21-22, 98,173).
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In addition, we should see the conception of "proto-markets," a term introduced by J.
Toynbee, in order to grasp Dojin music more clearly. Proto-markets "bring together performer and
audience in arenas which are not fully commodified" (Toynbee, 2000, p.27). In proto-markets,
"the level of activity cannot be explained by economic factors alone" and "there is a high degree
of ambivalence towards the industry" {ibid.). To a certain degree, Dojin music activities display
similar characteristics. Nonetheless, we may not regard proto-markets in the same light as Dojin
music activity. In proto-markets, "one has to concede that there is an extraordinary anticipation
of commerce, even in ostensibly anti-commercial music scenes. ... For as music makers enter
small scenes they are, in effect, making themselves available for stardom" {ibid. p.29, emphasis
is Toynbee's). By comparison, whether or not to make such efforts is optional in Dojin music
activity; it is not a duty.
VII. Conclusion
Four factors of the social environments have given Dojin music its "undisturbed" quality, and
this fact enables Dojin music circles to escape from the competition of Growth and Individuality.
This sort of music activity, which made its first appearance in the end of last century, has been
attracting more and more participants in Japan.
In order to prevent misunderstandings, we should emphasize the following point: the
"Undisturbed" nature of Dojin music enables us to avoid or stop the competition but does not
force us to do so. Any circle will feel glad if their music receives praise, and some may try
to create increasingly better sounds to come up to further expectations. Undoubtedly, these
challenges are never "Undisturbed." Nonetheless, the essential point is that, within a Dojin music
framework, we have the right to choose whether to take up such challenge or not.
Of course, we should not conclude that "Undisturbed" activities yield no outstanding works.
Some circles may voluntarily tackle enthusiastic self-improvement, while others simply enjoy
their easy-going practice. In addition, just the easy-goingness may give rise to experimental and
innovative sounds, to say nothing of boring and self-satisfied pieces.
At any rate, Dojin music is one of the most pure manifestations of the will to Musicking. Dojin
music circles start and stop their practices only because they want to do so. It may be the primary
state of music, but in Japan, we have lost almost all these easy musical practices through the
fourth quarter of last century; perhaps "Karaoke" [fiy^rfr] is the only exception. From this
perspective, Dojin music seems to have a certain potential to re-musicalize our lives. And thus,
"Undisturbed" activity, in which people start and stop their musical practice freely, will become
one of the major foci of our attention in this century.
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The Possibility of Dojin Music
-An Investigation of Music Activities Derived
from the Japanese Otaku Culture-
IDEGUCHI Akinori
A particular musical practice called "Dojinmusic" has increasingly been attracting participants
in Japan. The term Dojin may be literally translated as "coterie" in English. However, it is
important to note that contemporary Japanese Dojin activities, including Dojin music, have
remarkable features that are not associated with the ordinary image of coteries; Dojin activities
are deeply connected with the Japanese "Otaku" culture today.
Otaku is widely known as one of the symbols that represent modern Japan, and numerous
academic studies of Otaku culture have been published in Japanese. In contrast, there are
noticeable gaps in the study of Dojin activities, particularly with regard to Dojin music.
From this point of view, it is necessary to immediately begin the study of Dojin music, not only
to make this unknown musical practice visible, but also to understand one aspect of Japanese
Otaku culture. Therefore, this paper attempts to illustrate contemporary Dojin music activity
in detail, and extract four key factors of social environments which surround Dojin music. Then,
the author will describe Dijin music as "Undisturbed" activity, and consider the possibility of
them.
Key Words:Dojin music, Otaku culture, Media, "Undisturbed" activity.
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